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Hello everyone,

Welcome to our August 2019 catalogue! It contains some great new ranges as well as this year’s 
selection of Christmas gifts, including products from new suppliers in India and Bali. We’re pleased 
to introduce our new selection of Fair Trade bamboo socks from India, a product which has so 
far only been available from China. Bamboo socks have become one of our top ranges since we 
introduced the first designs last year.  

We also present a new range of Fair Trade bamboo kitchenware: drinking straws, skewers, and 
cutlery pouches. You’ll notice that many of our new products have an ‘eco’ theme: recycled, 
sustainable, mango wood, and various alternatives to plastic. It is clear that the shift away from 
plastics is a long-term trend and not just a fashion. Now’s the time to try some of these products 
out. Shared Earth is at the forefront of change in this area, our progress recognised by an 
invitation to Westminster to take part in this year’s Parliamentary Review in September.

You’ll find further information in this catalogue about packaging, plastics and a few of our producer 
groups. You often ask us about suppliers, how products are made and who benefits. We’re 
especially keen to support Moses Karongo and the work he is bringing to Nairobi’s slums.  

And when you’re ordering for Christmas, don’t forget these bestsellers from our January 
catalogue! (page numbers refer to main 2019 catalogue)

scarves
p176-177 salt lamps

p70-71

rag rugs
p52-54

jute bags
p168-170

rainbow pottery
p8-10

mango wood 
tableware, boxes & 
small furniture
p26-32

endangered
animal bags
p166-167

rice husk cups
p4-7

rice husk cup
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SIS22
Bamboo cutlery pouch (see p. 
16-17 for other designs)

Shared Earth - Environmental Action 2019
As well as supporting projects that directly tackle 
waste in producer nations (see Bali report overleaf), 
this year we continue to work with our producers 
and suppliers to reduce single-use plastics in 
both our product ranges and in the packaging that 
accompanies those products on their journeys 
around the world to us at Shared Earth in the UK.

We believe in supporting our producer groups 
to make these changes, rather than simply 
abandoning them, because small businesses in 
developing countries really struggle to find the 
latest environmentally friendly products. So we 
cannot yet claim to be plastic-free but we are 
making good progress. We have almost reached 
zero polystyrene, having instructed all our suppliers 
to stop using it, and shredded paper is replacing 
bubblewrap. 

Greener products
We’re pleased to introduce in this catalogue a new 
range of greetings cards, using peelable labels to 
hold card and envelope together, avoiding the need 
for plastic or cellophane bags. (see page 64-65)

Apart from re-using as many incoming boxes and 
packing materials as possible in our warehouse, we 
continue to expand of ranges of recycled products. 
We present more products in our bestselling bicycle 
chain range, including some great bottle holders 
and a wine rack, perfect gifts for Christmas. The 
circuit board sellotape dispenser is already a 
statement piece in our office.

And don’t forget to look at our new range of bamboo 
straws, skewers and stirrers and the coconut wood 
cutlery pouches, that are already attracting very 
positive feedback as practical alternatives to single-
use plastics. All great Christmas gifts!

from this p
to this q

MKS1900
organza lace drawstring bag   9 x 9cm   pack of 100
A high quality alternative to single-use plastic, perfect 
for jewellery & other small pickup items.

TAR19700
circuit board 
sellotape dispenser
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Shared Earth presents resolution on the climate crisis
WFTO Conference September 2019

The World Fair Trade 
Organisation (WFTO)  has 330 
members in 76 countries, with 
total sales of nearly £1 billion.

Shared Earth has always 
tried to minimise harm to the 
environment. We are proud 
therefore to present a resolution 
on Fair Trade and the Climate 
Crisis to the WFTO biennial 
Conference in Lima, Peru in 
September 2019.

Fair Trade was born to 
combat poverty, denouncing the 
economic roots of inequality and 
social injustice. Now humanity 
is threatened by something 
none of us imagined when Fair 
Trade started: a worldwide crisis 
caused by global warming.

It is predicted that 75% of 
the adverse effects of global 
warming will fall on the South. 
The climate crisis is increasingly 
showing its effects: in the last 
3 years, Shared Earth has 
contributed to relief funds after 
floods in Kashmir, earthquakes 
in Nepal, and floods in Kerala. 
This year suppliers tell us of 
droughts in India, and threats 
to our card supplier in Salay, a 
fishing village in the Philippines, 
from rising sea levels. Within the 
next 10 years, it is predicted, 
120 million people could fall into 
poverty due to global warming, 
undoing all the achievements of 
Fair Trade in the last 50 years.

Global warming is the biggest 
challenge that humankind has 
ever faced, and we need to 
treat it as such! In May this year, 
the UK government declared a 
Climate Emergency. Meanwhile, 
the 10 Principles of the World 
Fair Trade Movement do not yet 
mention the climate crisis, and 
the Environment is Principle 
10, seemingly the last of our 
priorities. We should be leading 
the way, not politicians!

Our Resolution, seconded by 

Usha Exim, a producer in India, 
will lead to a major change in 
priorities. The key proposal is 
that Principle 10 is replaced 
by three new principles: one 
about tackling the climate crisis 
(transport, travel, energy etc); 
one about sustainability (local 
production, biodiversity, habitat, 
timber, organics etc); one about 
waste (packaging, recycling, 
avoiding plastic etc).

We also propose that the first 
of these should be Principle 2 in 
our new 12 Principles. In theory, 
all 10 Principles carry equal 
weight, but the impression is 
that it’s the last of our priorities 
– and impressions count! 
Consumers need to see that we 
view tackling the climate crisis 
as a top priority.

There is a commercial 
reason for all this too. You, our 
customers, will agree that many 
of our best-selling ranges, like 
bamboo socks, jute bags and 
rice husk cups, are ‘eco’ ranges 
– that’s what the market wants. 
By developing products in this 
direction, our sales, with your 
support, have increased by 30% 
each year for the last 6 years. If 
you haven’t tried such products 
yet, now’s the time to do so!

The Resolution we’re 
presenting in Lima is about our 
Common Future and Vision. We 
are proud to be leading the way 
on this issue in the Fair Trade 
movement as a whole. With 
WFTO’s wide membership and 
worldwide influence  the effect if 
our Resolution is passed will be 
significant.

Jeremy Piercy
Founder and MD, Shared Earth

“The world is increasingly at risk 
of ‘climate apartheid’, where 
the rich pay to escape heat and 
hunger caused by the escalating 
climate crisis while the rest of 
the world suffers … Climate 
change threatens to undo the 
last 50 years of progress in 
poverty reduction” 
(P. Alston, UN rapporteur on 
extreme poverty and human 
rights, 24th June 2019)
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DC1904
rattan, grey 7.5cm dia

DC1737
dia 53cm
bestseller

We can guarantee that our dreamcatchers 
work because every one we sell helps to 
transform lives for families in two communities 
in Bali. 

In March of this year we drove through a 
tropical rainstorm up into the mountains above 
Ubud to a remote rural community where 
crochet work brings a vital income. 

As the sun came out a group of women 
arrived with their daughters to show us the 
community’s crochetting skills. 

Further down the mountain their crochet work 
is incorporated into the dreamcatchers that are 
assembled by artisans in Keliki village. These 
Fair Trade products are therefore bringing a 
valuable income to two communities ... 

Making dreams come true!
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NO MORE PLASTIC!

Shared Earth doesn’t just buy dreamcatchers. Through Wayan, 
the artisan with the dreamcatcher business in Keliki, we have 
been providing funding for a local community group that is 
dedicated to tackling plastic pollution. 

At dawn on a Sunday morning we joined her family and the 
Keliki - Clean and Green team by a temple on the outskirts of 
the village. A group of adult volunteers and 20 girls from a local 
dance club had gathered for their action day. 

After a dazzling performance of traditional Balinese dancing 
they led us on a tour of the village streets, collecting plastic 
rubbish from the verges. 

Bali struggles with waste. Single-use plastic bags are 
everywhere. Rainstorms sweep rubbish down the mountains, 
clogging up drains, streams, roads and rivers on its ugly way 
to the sea. Individual intiatives are vital. It was a joy to witness 
the passion and enthusiasm that exists to try to turn things 
around, particularly among younger people. We are proud to 
support them in their dream to create a cleaner plastic-free 
Bali. Dreamcatchers really work!

Making dreams come true!
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Bringing work to Nairobi’s slums 
People sometimes ask us why our African products aren’t 
cheaper than they are. Why do products from, say, India, 
cost less? Are we making more of a profit? Are African 
producters charging inflated prices? The answer is no. 

In Africa many producers lack the tools they need to 
make manufacturing more efficient. Where artisans in 
other countries have machines, in Africa work is done 
by hand. In fact, African artisans are usually earning 
considerably less than their counterparts in other 
countries. Because they lack machines, the articles they 
make take longer to produce and the work is often more 
dangerous.

Moses Karongo, a Kenyan artist, worked originally in 
painting (see bottom right). He started designing metal 
candle holders to support his family. To produce them 
he found artisans with welding skills, in the Kawangware 
slums in Nairobi. Kabiria metal crafts has grown and 
now employs 7 casual workers. Shared Earth is keen to 
support them in their quest to establish a business where 
they all can have permanent jobs. 
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welding bike chain photo frames p
recycled bike chain awaiting re-use u

the packing room u
electroplating room q

The metal workers of Noah’s Ark
Noah’s Ark is a Fair Trade handicraft marketing 
organisation created in 1986 and based in the city of 
Moradabad. The organisation was formed in the early 
days of Fair Trade and their objective was to eliminate 
exporters taking advantage of artisans and their crafts. 

They have a factory and provide work for around 300 
people, including many artisan women, who benefit from 
the fact that they can work from home and maintain their 
responsibilities for children and other family members. 

Noah’s Ark provides benefits such as education, medical 
treatment for artisans and their families, evening schools 
for children in remote villages, assistance for artisans to 
build and establish their own workshops. 

Amongst many Noah’s Ark products we sell are: recycled 
bike chain gifts, gardenware, jetani wire lampshades, 
stoneware and many of our Explorer range products.



“vibrant, contemporary and packed with global style”

HOMEWARE
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HOMEWARE 11

TARTNB06
white tree 
10 x 15cm ht

TARTNB01
white tree 
9 x 10cm ht

TARTNB05
blue swirl 9 x 9cm ht

TARTNB04
pink swirl 9 x 9cm ht

TARTNB02
gold mandala 
9 x 10cm ht

TARTNB07
red mandala 
10 x 15cm ht

Filigree t-lite holders
Placed in the middle of a space, these Indian t-lite 
holders look great. Place them against a wall and 
they transform the room, casting intricate lacework 
shadows that shift in the dancing flame of the candle.  
They make excellent gifts.
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12 HOMEWARE - wood

NA19732
dominoes box
38x10x5.5cm

ASH1921
tree motif box 
10 x 10 x 6cm

ASH1922
tree motif jewellery box with 
drawer. 15.5 x 15.5 x 7cm

India negotiated an exemption 
from the CITES rules banning 
trade in wood from endangered 
tree species. They did so 
to protect the livelihoods of 
thousand of artisans. Sheesham 
wood products now require a 
licence to prove the wood is 
sustainably sourced. 

We recognise the need to 
protect the livelihoods of the 
craftsmen but over the past 
couple of years Shared Earth 
has worked steadily with our 
suppliers to help them make 
the phased switch away from 
Sheesham towards faster-
growing woods such as mango. 

Mango wood and
sustainable crafts

ASH19717
butterfly jewellery box 
25x18x14cm
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HOMEWARE 13

ASH19708
coasters set, 
white x4
10 x 10cm

ASH19714
coasters set, 
butterflies x 4  round 11.5cm 

ASH19713
coasters set
butterflies x 4  13 x 13cm 

ASH19707
trivet, carved white
20 x 20cm

ASH19706
trivet, carved white
20 x 20cm

NA19733
trivets, 
2 interlocking shapes
18 x 18cm

eco

fr ie n dly

ASH19718
butterfly box 
21x13x7cm

Mango wood
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14 HOMEWARE - wood

ASH19711
white corners
frame for 6x4” photo
19 x 24cm 

ASH19709
white mandala circles
frame for 6x4” photo
19 x 24cm 

ASH19712
white flowers
frame for 6x4” photo
23 x 28cm 

ASH19710
white leaves
frame for 6x4” photo
19 x 24cm 

ASH19715
white butterflies
frame for 6x4” photo
18 x 24cm 

ASH19716
white butterflies
frame for 5x7” photo
20 x 26cm 

eco

fr ie n dly

Mango wood
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HOMEWARE 15

ASH19728
photo frame
for 4 x 6” photo 

Delightfully quirky, tactile and original, these boxes and frames 
bring the outside inside. The subtle and infinite variety of 
nature is found in a mosaic of wooden slices. 
(See also Christmas decorations on page 57)

‘trunk wood’

ASH19726
pencil pot
8 x 8 x 10cm 

ASH19727
t-lite holder
9 x 9 x 7cm 

ASH19731
hanging heart
7cm 

ASH19725
box
20 x 14 x 7cm 

ASH19729
photo frame
for 5 x 7” photo 

eco

fr ie n dly

ASH1920
cat jigsaw box
12.5 x 10 x 5cm

ASH19735
spec stand
10cm ht 

Sheesham wood
We ensure that the Indian suppliers of our sheesham wood products have the Vrikish Legality 
Assessment and Verification Scheme certificates to confirm that their boxes, furniture and other 
handicraft products make use of legally procured wood from managed forests where trees are 
replanted.
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HER08
Bamboo skewer 12cm 
set of 10 bird 
HER08B
set of 100 bird skewers

HER05
Bamboo skewer 12cm set 
of 10 ribbon 
HER05B
set of 100 ribbon skewers

HER06
Bamboo stirrer 16cm 
set of 10 triangle 
HER06B
set of 100 stirrers

HER07
Bamboo skewer 12cm 
set of 10 egg 
HER07B
set of 100 egg skewers

SIS061
Bamboo 6 straw pouch with 
brush, batik black

SIS060
Bamboo 6 straw pouch 
with brush, batik blue 

SIS065
6 bamboo straws with 
cleaning brush, simple

Bamboo for kitchen and picnics
Ditch single use plastics with these handy Fair Trade bamboo alternatives!

SIS06
Bamboo 6 straw pouch 
with brush, batik red

fair
 trade

fa ir  t r a de

Note: batik designs may vary
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HOMEWARE 17

SIS21
Bamboo cutlery pouch 
batik black or brown

SIS20
Bamboo cutlery pouch 
batik green

SIS22
Bamboo cutlery pouch 
batik red

SIS33
Bamboo cutlery pouch 
canvas

Note: batik designs may vary
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18 HOMEWARE - mosaics

RM04
set 4 coasters 10x10cm

RM03 
jewellery box 18x13x7cm

RM06
3x3” triple frame

RM09
oval mirror 31x41cm

RM02 
curved plate sq 15cm

RM01
bowl 30x30cm

RM05
6x4” frame

RM07 
round mirror 40cm

Rainbow mosaics
A life affirming cascade 
of fizzing colours, bright 
as a darting kingfisher, as 
pulsating and joyous as a 
parade. 

Expected in October.
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HOMEWARE 19

JCQER19704
30cm rainbow

JCQER19702
30cm purple

JCQER19703
30cm turquoise with mirrors

JCQER19701
30cm black

JCQER19700
30cm white & gold

JCQER45
30cm reds, blues, yellows, black

Mosaic bowls
The bright fragmented 
surfaces of our mosaic 
bowls catch the light and 
shimmer as you pass. 

They are a Fair Trade 
product made in Bali and  
make beautiful statement 
pieces at the centre of a 
dining table or on a dresser. 

Also available: display stand 
(JCQER54 see page 38)
Expected in October.



Mosaic mirrors

RAD001
round 40cm purple 
w gold

RAD002
round 40cm grey w 
yellow

RAD003
round 40cm green

RAD004
round 40cm 
brown

RAD006
round 60cm 
green, red, yellow, purple

RAD007
round 60cm 
5 concentric circles of coloured rectangles

RAD005
round 40cm 
concentric circles with dots: 
red, blue, yellow, green

20 HOMEWARE - mosaics
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HOMEWARE 21

NA19734
bicycle pizza cutter
copper plated frame

ASH19734
cheese board stone 
white slice 25 x 20cm

ASH19733
cheese board stone 
grey slice 25 x 20cm

ASH19732
food board wood + stone 
42 x16cm

Cheese & food boards
Cool stone and the warm tones of 
natural wood make a perfect backdrop
for the finest foods.

These great designs are statement 
pieces and we predict they will fly out 
as high quality, designer-led Christmas 
gifts. The pizza cutter too is a brilliant 
example of a utility piece matched with 
humorous design.
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HOMEWARE22

High quality coasters from a small family business in Bali. They’ll impress your guests.

Shell & resin coasters

AN01
shell coaster sq
gold circles on black

AN08
shell coaster round 
gold & white brickwork

AN07
shell coaster round 
asst shapes on black

AN06
shell coaster sq 
asst shapes on white

AN05
shell coaster sq
lar gold & sm silver circles

AN04
shell coaster sq 
white circles on black

AN03
shell coaster sq 
asst shapes on black

AN02
shell coaster sq 
brick design

AN10
shell coaster round 
white circles on blackAN09

shell coaster round 
chessboard
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“If you’re not buying recycled products, 
you’re not really recycling.”

RECYCLED
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recycled

re-made

NA19704
recycled bike wheel 
coathanger
56 x 40cm

NA19703
clock 15cm dia 

NA19706
bike chain 
plant holder

NA19702
clock 14cm dia 

NA19705
bike chain trivet 21cm sq

christmas bike chain bestsellers

NA0040
bottle opener NA0102

clock free standing & wall mountable 

rebicycled
It’s not just bicycle chain that can 
be recycled and re-used, as our 
elegant bike wheel coathanger 
demonstrates! 

We are working with the artisans 
to create new ranges repurposed 
from old bicycles. Expect more in 
our January 2020 catalogue!
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NA19708
bike chain 4 wine bottle 
holder w handle 

NA19707
bike chain 
3 wine bottle holder 

NA19710
bike chain 
supersize wine rack
(holds 13 bottles)

NA19709
bike chain 6 wine bottle 
holder w handle 

After a day in the saddle what better 
than a glass of your favourite tipple?

The wine bottle holders with handles 
have aperture diameters of 8cm, and fit 
Bordeaux type wine bottles, and many 
spirits and beers.

The wine rack has apertures 9.5 cm in  
diameter and can take Bordeaux bottles 
to Champagne bottles, and everything in 
between!
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special xmas offer
Reduced from £14.58 to £12.50  A fantastic, quality Christmas gift.

Following the success of 
the ‘nuts & bolts’ range 
of animals we introduced 
last year, we’re pleased 
to present these further 
new designs. Made by a 
Fair Trade workshop in 
Moradabad, India.

NA19712
bike chain cat double t-lite 
holder copper plated

NA19713
bike chain elephant t-lite holder 
copper plated

NA19715
nuts & bolts dog 
8cm ht copper plated

NA19716
grey metal dog t-lite holder

NA19717
grey metal bird t-lite holder

NA19718
motorbike, copper 
plate 19 x 10cm ht

NA19714
bike chain cow
12cm ht  copper plated

NA1901
“silver” bowl with bike chain rim 
28cm

NA1903
“gold” bowl with bike chain rim 
28cm

NA1905
“copper” bowl with bike chain rim 
28cm

Bike chain, 
nuts and 
bolts
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RE012
recycled paper frame 
for 4x6” photos, tubes

RE015
recycled paper frame 
for 4x6” photos, 3D circles

RE013
recycled paper frame 
for 4x6” photos, circles

RE014
recycled paper frame 
for 4x6” photos, 3D squares

recycled

re-made

Recycled magazines - photoframes
Four fabulous new designs for our unique range of hand-made Balinese photoframes. Made from 
old magazines that are collected from local hotels, schools and restaurants. 
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ST08
shaped glass vase on wood 
22-25cm ht

ST15
shaped glass jug on wood 
32-35cm ht

ST06
shaped glass bowl on wood 
12-15cm ht

In a village in the hills above Ubud in Bali is a glassblowing workshop.  
Adding to the tropical heat, the temperature by the furnaces is 
unbelieveable. The artisans work quickly. In one corner two women 
are preparing broken sheet glass for recycling. Close by four men are 
rushing to and fro heating the glass until it glows, then deftly blowing 
it and turning it to create an extraordinary range of shapes. 

Elsewhere other artisans are preparing discarded fragments of teak 
root, or filing glass surfaces until they are smooth and safe to touch.

The result is a collection of beautiful and unique pieces, the glass 
melted to hug the natural contours of the root on which they perch, 
frozen in time like one of Dali’s molten watches.

Molten glass & teak root sculptures
rec

ycled

re-mad

e
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ST17
shaped glass wine carafe on wood, with stopper 
29-32cm ht

ST18
shaped glass bowl on wood 
28-32cm ht

ST07
shaped glass bowl on wood 
18-20cm ht

ST09
shaped glass bowl on wood 
14-16cm ht

rec
ycled

re-mad

e



30 RECYCLED - spark plugs, wire & oil drums
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Supporting Fair 
Trade in Africa
Celebrate a special someone 
in your life and their interests 
or profession: the chef, the 
handyman, the gardener,
the surfer, the musican ... 
with these clever figures 
made from used spark plugs, 
oil drums and wire.  

They are a great example 
of recycling at its most 
imaginative and nuttiest!

Kenya was one of the first 
nations to ban single use 
plastic so here at Shared 
Earth we don’t have to ask 
for less plastic; the Kenyans 
are world leaders. 

Spark plug figures are a Fair 
Trade product. We love them!

MK01
dog owner
c. 15cm ht

MK02
gone fishing
c. 20cm ht

MK03
handy person
c. 23cm ht

MK04
drummer
c. 17cm ht MK05

photographer
c. 20cm ht

rec
ycled

re-made
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Spark plug figures

MK06
fire fighters
c. 25cm ht

MK07
gardener
c.20cm ht

MK09
skiing
c. 20cm ht

MK10
surf’s up
c. 19cm ht

MK08
chef
c. 16cm ht

These figures are made 
in the Kabiria workshop 
in Nairobi’s Karangware 
slums. 

The welders are all 
casual workers who 
would love to have 
permanent employment 
if the business expands. 
We hope they succeed.

rec
ycled

re-mad

e
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LL01
spirits dish
recycled jack daniels bottle

LL03
spirits dish
recycled bombay saphire bottle

LL04
spirits dish
recycled jagermeister bottle

Bali’s bottle man
On an Ubud back street is an artist who is passionate 
about recycling. Budi loves repurposing glass to give it 
a second life. He speaks animatedly of collection runs to 
bars and restaurants, and of finding particular bottles as 
rare and precious to him as jewels. 

These artisan pieces are real collectors’ items, perfect 
as statement pieces on any table and proof positive that 
anything can have a second life. Note that supply may 
vary as Budi has to source the bottles! 

rec
ycled

re-mad

e



“The secret of décor is detail”

HOME DÉCOR
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A great statement piece in any 
room or garden. If left outdoors, 
these cast sandstone Buddhas 
will slowly lose their brightness, 
probably growing a rich living 
patina of moss and lichen. They 
can of course also be kept 
indoors.

HOME DECOR34

NS1971
Buddha stone cast
17cm gold 

NS1970
Buddha stone cast
17cm silver 

NS1973
Buddha stone cast
31cm gold 

NS1972
Buddha stone cast
31cm silver 

Sandstone 
Buddhas

NS1976
hand incense holder
stone cast 14cm silver 

fair
 trade

fa ir  t r a de
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NS1974
Buddha with t-lite
stone cast 32cm silver 

NS1975
Buddha with t-lite
stone cast 32cm gold 

NS1977
hand incense holder
stone cast 14cm gold 

NUG006
sandstone cast
elephant incense holder 
14 x 11cm ht

NUG011
sandstone cast
Ganesha t-lite holder 
23cm ht

NUG010
sandstone cast
elephant 
25 x 20cm ht

NUG008
sandstone cast
Ganesha incense holder
21cm ht

NUG007
sandstone cast
tortoise incense holder 
14 x 8cm ht

NUG009
sandstone cast
ganesha in hand 
incense holder 
17cm ht



Bali gold mosaics
Blending radiant gold surfaces with vibrant colour is integral to 
Bali’s rich and varied cultural traditions. The effect is seen on 
carved wooden Buddhas and on musical instruments such as 
the ornate gamelan design (bottom left). 

These new mosaics transfer this exotic Balinese aesthetic to 
a stunning range of plates and coasters. To enable the plates 
to be displayed to full effect we also offer various metal display 
stands. Expected in October.

36 HOME DECOR - mosaics

JCQER19725
square 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & blue

JCQER19726
square 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & red

JCQER19727
square 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & green

JCQER19723
round 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & red

JCQER19722
round 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & blue

JCQER19724
round 10cm coaster 
set of 4, gold & green

fair
 trade

fa ir  t r a de
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JCQER19712
mosaic plate, gold & green
set of 3 (14cm, 19cm, 24cm)

JCQER19710
mosaic plate, gold & blue
set of 3 (14cm, 19cm, 24cm)

JCQER19711
mosaic plate, gold & red
set of 3 (14cm, 19cm, 24cm)

JCQER19713
mosaic plate w gold 
14.5cm blue

JCQER19714
mosaic plate w gold 
14.5cm red

JCQER19715
mosaic plate w gold 
14.5cm green

JCQER19716
mosaic plate w gold 20cm 
blue

JCQER19718
mosaic plate w gold 
20cm green

JCQER19717
mosaic plate w gold 
20cm red
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Display stands

Gold spiral plates
These beautiful decorative plates capture all 
the craft skills of Balinese artisans. 

The handmade spirals and the rounded 
contours give these plates an energetic 
organic feel, like the architectural jewels of 
Catalan Modernist Antoni Gaudí.

An irridescent visual feast with a continual 
shifting of reflections; just taking the photos 
for our catalogue was hard work!

The perfect stands for 
your most beautiful 
plates and bowls. Buy 
individually or as a set.

38 HOME DECOR - mosaics

JCQER19721
plate gold with spirals
19cm green centre

JCQER19720
plate gold with spirals
19cm red centre

JCQER51
metal stand 
13.5cm ht
for plates 14cm

JCQER54
metal stand 
24cm ht
for bowls 30cm

JCQER53
metal stand 
19cm ht
for plates 24cm

JCQER52
metal stand 
17cm ht
for plates 19-20cm

JCQER50
metal stands 
13.5cm, 17cm & 19cm, 
set of 3

JCQER19719
plate gold with spirals
19cm blue centre
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These handpainted banners are from a tiny, one 
woman workshop in Bali. Each banner comes with 
a quality black cotton drawstring bag.

HOME DECOR 39

MBC1970
yesterday is history ... 
25 x 37cm purple

MBC1971
family. the greatest gift ... 
25 x 37cm red-brown

MBC1973
wisdom 
25 x 37cm pink

MBC1972
Good friends are like stars ...       
25 x 37cm grey

MBC1975
these mountains ... 
23 x 40cm grey

MBC1974
my philosophy 
23 x 40cm orange

MBC1976
out beyond ... 
23 x 40cm red

Inspirational banners from Bali
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Simply sweet soaps

SNS130
soap 100g 
cotton candy

SNS132
soap 100g 
sugar cookie

SNS131
soap 100g 
cupcake

SNS153
soap 100g 
water

SNS152
soap 100g 
wind

SNS151
soap 100g 
fire

SNS150
soap 100g 
earth

SNS121
solid shampoo 100g 
lime & lemon

SNS120
solid shampoo 100g 
lavender & rosemary

Four elements soaps

Solid 100g shampoo bars
You’ve been asking and we’ve been listening ... a new range of Fair Trade solid shampoo bars to 
avoid plastic bottles. They’re already selling fast in our own shops and we’ve tried them ourselves 
- they’re great! From a WFTO supplier in Thailand.

handmade, 100g, from the same supplier.

Colourful new designs of 100g handmade soap from the same supplier
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Maroma have been 
in business since the 
late 1970s, producing 
fragrances and bodycare 
products made from 
100% natural ingredients. 

They are a WFTO 
member and we are 
working hard to help 
them remove all single 
use plastics from their 
operations.

Ambient Perfumes

MARAP01
10ml amber

MARAP03
10ml jasmine

MARAP02
10ml green apple

MARAP07
10ml lotus

MARAP06
10ml lemon 
verbena

MARAP05
10ml lemongrass

MARAP04
10ml lavender

MARAP11
10ml peach 
vanilla

MARAP10
10ml patchouli

MARAP09
10ml orange 
cinnamon

MARAP08
10ml opium 
flower

MARAP15
10ml wild 
berries

MARAP14
10ml vanilla

MARAP13
10ml sandal

MARAP12
10ml rose

MARAP00
ambient perfume 
starter pack
3 each x 15 scents 
(45 total)
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“Fair Trade gifts that bring joy to all: the giver and the receiver 
and the producer”

GIFT
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PDN02
koalas

PDN03
gorilla

PDN04
lion

PDN05
panda

PDN07
giraffe

PDN06
elephant

fai
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NA19720
globe green
18cm ht

NA19722
globe cream
26cm ht

NA19721
globe black
21cm ht

Sand painting notebooks
The rough tactile surface of these notebooks is great fun as are the animal 
paintings. Great value and a wonderfully grainy gift! Size: 19 x 19cm

Lost worlds - historic map globes
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Our Explorer range goes from strength to strength, and this summer’s collection rises to new 
heights.

We designed the Spitfire tribute compass in-house. The artisans have never produced or seen 
anything like it; a compass with a tiny plane as the compass needle! The lid carries beautiful and 
poignant words from High Flight, by war poet John Gillespie Magee Jr.

There are many other treasures for aficionados of adventure and derring-do, including the sundial 
compass watch that will assist any Larper and gamer in their quest to assemble the ultimate 
costume! And, best of all, these are all Fair Trade products! 

great 
explorer 
range III

NA19724
compass & sundial watch 
brass & leather

NA19723
compass watch
royal navy

NA19730
magnifying glass 
fold up, with anchor

NA18718
ship’s compass, 
brass in wooden box
(reduced from £12.50 to 
£8.33)

ASP18717
compass sundial, brass    
8 x 8cm
reduced £7.08 to £6.25
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NA19728
magnifying glass
Henry Hughes Ltd.
13 x 5.5cm

NA19725
boy scout’s compass 
brass 6cm dia.

NA19729
rectangular 
magnifying glass
22 x 6cm

NA19726
keyring “ship’s wheel” 
compass, brass
5cm dia.

NA19727
keyring “ship’s wheel”
magnifying glass, brass
5cm dia.

ASP19700
spitfire compass
with engraved lid
8cm dia.
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BCAT1900
cats in tree 
with flowers

BCAT1901
frogs in tree 
with flowers

Worry dolls

Dreamcatchers

Bali animals

DC00
display stand, 18 metal display prongs 
and 222 assorted dreamcatchers

DC1733A
dreamcatcher crochet tassels 
assorted colours

WD1902
angel doll
worry no more

WD1903
angel worry doll
6 colours assorted

TTDL102
worry doll, 
large with bag on 10.5 x 21cm card. 
4 assorted

fai
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What could be easier than this display 
stand packed with 222 assorted 
dreamcatchers?

Two delightful 
additions to the 
range. 

Carved from Albesia 
wood, one of the 
world’s fastest 
growing trees; a 
perfect sustainable 
material. 
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PAK031
aroma oil burner salt lamp, 
up to 1.5kg, side hole

Aroma salt lamps

Bugz

BUGZ37
fantasia 
24 butterflies & 24 dragonflies

PAK030
aroma oil 
burner salt 
lamp up to 
1kg, with 
stand

The new Autumn range of these ever popular butterflies and dragonflies. And don’t forget the new 
bees multipacks. They have created quite a buzz since we introduced them in January!

BUGZ36
bees (48 pack)
24 yellow/black bees)
& 24 multicoloured bees

fair trade

fa ir  t r a d e
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“Great new Fair Trade products that make a real difference in 
other people’s lives and look cool. What more could you ask?”

FASHION
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Four more beautiful and unique 
designs for our ever-popular jute 
bag range, from our in-house 
design team at Shared Earth.

Our jute bags are made in 
Kolkata, India and are a great 
alternative to single-use plastic 
bags.

This new collection introduces 
contrasting and complimentary 
colours to the handles and/or 
side panels to make our bags 
more vibrant than ever!

EA19703
30x30cm

EA19702
30x30cm

EA19704
30x30cm

EA19701
30x30cm
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Bamboo socks

Put your feet up and enjoy more fabulous and 
fancy Fair Trade footwear from Shared Earth, 
your favourite Fair Trade sock designers! 

Why Bamboo and not cotton?
There are many reasons why bamboo viscose 
yarn is good for the environment. 

Bamboo grows without the need for fertilisers 
or pesticides. Because it naturally requires 
less water (a third of the water required to 
grow cotton), farmers don’t need to irrigate 
their crop, saving water in a country where 
water shortages are a big problem. 

Bamboo yields are ten times higher per 
hectare than cotton and the plant rarely needs 
replanting, sprouting on its own. Bamboo 
yarns require less dye than cotton and keep 
their colour for longer.

Why is bamboo viscose great to wear? 
• it’s supersoft
• it’s 40% more moisture 
 absorbant than cotton
•  it’s a breathable fabric that 
 keeps feet fresh and dry
•  it’s comfortable
•  it’s naturally anti-bacterial
•  it’s durable and stronger than 
 cotton
•  it’s hypo allergenic

ASP027 LAR 
ASP027 MED
sharks

ASP028 LAR
ASP028 MED 
seals

Sock sizes:
MED (Medium): UK 3-7 Euro 36-41
LAR (Large):    UK 7-12 Euro 41-47

Yarn
75% bamboo viscose
22% polyamide
3% elastane
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ASP056 LAR
ASP056 MED
polka dots

ASP041 LAR
ASP041 MED
geckos

ASP036 LAR 
ASP036 MED
vines & flowers

ASP037 LAR
ASP037 MED
circuit board

ASP033 LAR
ASP033 MED
kittens playing

ASP030 LAR
ASP030 MED
owls

ASP031 LAR
ASP031 MED
goldfinches

ASP081 LAR
ASP081 MED
butterflies

ASP080 LAR
ASP080 MED
dogs, walkies

ASP079 LAR
ASP079 MED
sheep

ASP18728 LAR
cheeky cats 
now also in large!

ASPSOCK1
POS display stand
with 180 pairs of socks
30 designs x 6
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Z19768
pendant 
bone engraved cross 

Z19767
pendant 
bone celtic cross

Z19766
pendant 
bone holding cross

Z19760
earrings
bone holding cross

Z19761
earrings 
bone celtic cross

Z19762
earrings
bone engraved cross

Z19740
earrings
brass, diamond 
shape

Z19741
earrings
brass circles & 
triangles

classic style

The natural colours 
and clear lines of these 
Kenyan jewellery items 
speak for themselves. 

The gold colour blends 
perfectly with black or 
cream bone to create 
understated elegance. 

And to round the 
collection off, a pair of 
adorable banana leaf 
elephant earrings!
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Z19745
earstuds 
brass + white bone 
2 semi-circles

Z19746
earrings 
brass + black bone 
circles

Z19747
earrings
brass + black bone 
squares

Z19742
earrings
brass circles on stem

Z19743
earrings
brass + white bone 
2 semi circles

Z19744
earrings
brass + white bone 
semi circle

Z19748
earrings
brass + black bone 
triangles

Z19715
earrings
banana leaf elephants



54 FASHION - bags

These eyecatching round bags from Lombok, 
Indonesia, are made with rattan, with local fabrics 
used for the lining. They have vegan leather 
(polyurethane) straps. They started selling really 
quickly in our shops as soon as they arrived. 

Rattan bags

BR08
20 x 7cm
white with beige scroll circle

BR04
20x7cm 
white with brown scroll circle

BR06
20x7cm 
dark turquoise

BR03
20x7cm 
brown

BR02
20x7cm white

fai
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Display stands
Sort everything out in one go with our fantastic display stand offers! 

Keyrings, hair bobbles and more ...

JUG19700
hair bobble 
flowers

JUG19701
hair bobble 
sunflowers

Z19763
keyring
bone holding cross

Z19764
keyring
bone celtic cross

Z19765
keyring
bone engraved cross

CRCST00
POS display stand
with 64 kantha scarves

EA19700
30 x 30cm
a new colourways of our 
classic camper van bag

EAST00
POS display stand
with 6 each x 24 jute bags

FNST00
POS display stand
with FN1105-6 x 64 scarves
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CHRISTMAS

Celebrating the joy of Christmas while supporting 
artisans in developing countries around the world 

We suggest you order these products early, as due to high 
demand we ran out of many lines last year. We’ve increased 
our orders this year, but you can never tell what the 
bestsellers will be, and once we run out, that’s it, and it’s too 
late to re-order in time for Christmas.



Stay bang on trend with our new collection of felt 
Christmas tree decorations. 

The adorable Santa Avocado leads the pack! Irresistable 
to millennials everywhere. Handmade by artisans in 
Mumbai, these decorations come from Asha Handicrafts, 
one of our key Indian Fair Trade suppliers. Experience 
shows that they will sell out quickly so order soon. 

Handmade felt 
CHRISTMAS 57

ASHF01
ASHF02

ASHF03

ASHF04 ASHF05
ASHF06

ASHF07 ASHF08 ASHF09
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ASHX001
5cm dia

ASHX004
5cm diaASHX003

5cm dia

ASHX002
5cm dia

Christmas - decorations58
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ASHX18705
5cm dia

ASHX18704
5cm dia

ASHX18703
5cm dia

ASHX18700
5cm dia ASHX18702

5cm dia

ASHX18701
5cm dia

ASHX17302
reindeer, 5cm

ASHX17301
santa, 5cm

ASHX17300
holly, 5cm



ASP16700
23cm

ASP16701
23cm

CHRISTMAS 59

ASHX19703

ASHX19706

ASHX19705

ASHX19704

ASHX19700
5cm dia

ASHX19702
5cm diaASHX19701

5cm dia
ASHX030
5cm dia

ASHX19709
    cm

ASHX19708
    cmASHX19707

    cm

fair trade

fa ir  t r a d e



Christmas trees
These pretty handmade 
Christmas trees are 
made in Bali, using 
albesia wood, a softwood 
which grows to maturity 
in only 7-8 years.

BS006
white 50cm ht

BS008
red 50cm ht

BS007
green 50cm ht

Christmas - decorations60

BS001
white 
40cm ht

BS003
red
40cm ht

BS002
green 
40cm ht

BS005
red 32cm ht

BS004
green 32cm ht

PU19700
gold stripe & green
41cm ht

fair trade

fa ir  t r a d e
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Z19704
santa on zebra

Z19705
santa on bike

Z19701
santa on camel

Z19700
santa on reindeer

Z19703
santa on giraffe

Z19707
santa in boat

Z19706
santa in car

Z19709
santa in cart with zebra

Z19725
zebra on bicycle

Z19702
santa on elephant

Z19710
santa on animals
discount selection pack
(4e. Z19700-04 & Z19709) 

African santa collection
Made in Kenya from grasses, raffia and other local materials.

fair trade

fa ir  t r a d e



MM020
7 x 40cm
bestseller
Also available
MM021 15x40cm

TAR14085 TAR14086TAR14087

Festive sentiment pebbles

AUR1400
gift set - Christmas scents

AUR1401
Incense - Christmas spice

Other scents include: 
AUR038 frankincense
AUR036 myrrh  
AUR1402 winter clove 
AUR1404 warm gingerbread 

and fragrance oils:
AUR1052 frankincense
AUR1051 myrrh
AUR 1046 cinnamon

Christmas scents

EA1776
30x30cm

Handmade Christmas gift wrap

MA1709
74x51cm

Enjoy the timeless aromas of Christmas cheer: 
spices, frankincense and myrrh.

GOP17308
Bestselling 
Christmas stocking, 
kantha stitch
Assorted colours

Winter jute bag Mirror mobiles

Christmas stockings
62 Christmas

fair trade
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MM012
16 cm, 
bestseller



Handmade Christmas gift wrap

CIAP031
father christmas 
finger puppet

CIAP032
snowman
finger puppet

CHRISTMAS 63

Z19713
cream with cross
7cm ht

Z19711
cream with flute
7cm ht

Z19714
red with cross
7cm ht Z19712

red with flute
7cm ht

Z250
sisal angel with harp
assorted colours
10.5cm ht

Z251
sisal angel with trumpet
assorted colours
10.5cm ht

SASH15702
set of 6, 
assorted cols.

Angels
Our Christmas angels 
are all Fair Trade and 
made in Kenya and in 
India. 

The Kenyan angels are 
all made from raffia, sisal 
and banana leaves.

The Indian angels are 
made from fabric.
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SWE001
embrace the change

SWE002
hi honey

SWE004
love you like no otter

SWE003
squiffy, who me?

SWE005
live love and fly

This is the future for greetings cards - no cellophane bag, biodegradable or otherwise, just a 
peelable sticker which holds envelope and card together. The paper is FSC-certified and a 
percentage of profit is donated to support wildlife charities. All cards are 15 x 15cm

New 
animals 
range

SWE010
hello flower

SWE011
bad hair day

SWE013
just a bit nutty

SWE012
sealed with a kiss

SWE014
let’s stick together

SWE015
just ewe and me

SWE016
let’s get legless

SWE018
garden tiger moth

SWE017
just bee

SWE019
butterfly kisses

SWE022
baby giraffe

SWE020
woodland dormice

SWE021
baby Asian elephant

SWE024
birthday hugs ...

SWE023
another birthday ...

eco

fr iendl

y
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SWE030
black rhino

SWE031
bengal tiger

SWE033
gorilla

SWE032
asian elephant

SWE034
giant panda

SWE040
flippin awesome

SWE041
forever entwined

SWE043
lunch with bubbly

SWE042
a whale of a time

SWE044
the only way is up

SWE028
it’s your birthday

SWE027
happy birthday from us

SWE026
another year ... wiser

SWE025
happy birthday

SWE036
kissing seals

SWE052
osprey

SWE045
dive right in ...

SWE053
... no more cake?

SWE051
sea otter

SWE050
from one crazy bird ...

SWE035
polar bear

SWE039
sea otter

SWE038
safari zebra

SWE037
safari giraffe

SWE029
lion
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HOGHM137
wren

HOGNET106
winter snuggle

HOGNET110
wishful thinking

HOGRT102
lilies

HOGAC109
handfasting

HOGAC110
home in trees

HOGAC111
golden light of dawn

HOGAC112
badger

HOGAC113
a new day

HOGAC114
first light

HOGAC115
secret garden

HOGBEA104
somerset fields

HOGBEA119
peacock butterflies

HOGHM134
summer’s day

HOGHM135
for among ferns

HOGHM136
tractor to sea

This range comes with compostable, plant-based cellophane bags. Size: 16 x 16cm

HOGRT111
meadow

HOGRT112
blue and glorious days

HOGRT113
journey home

HOGRT115
untamed



            CHOCOLATE

CHOC1425
gin & tonic

CHOC1427
lemon & 
elderflower gin

CHOC1428
raspberry gin

CHOC1429
violet gin

CHOC1426
rhubarb gin

CHOC1430
honey

CHOC1432
orange

CHOC1431
coffee

Chocolate & Gin

Spare a thought for our staff. 

Many of us find it hard to eat chocolate 
at the best of times. Kai and Yasmin had 
to do this as part of their job, simply to 
provide a photo for the catalogue!

In spite of the obvious strain on their 
faces, please rest assured that this new 
range of chocolates is very tasty. 

We hope you have enjoyed our summer 
catalogue.

            CHOCOLATE 67



Choose Fair Trade ... choose Eco!

Printed on sustainably sourced PEFC certified paper
All images in this catalogue are copyright protected © Shared Earth 2019 

and/or producer/supplier

Shared Earth is a leading UK supplier of Fair Trade, eco-friendly 
and ethical gifts.  As a Fair Trading company, we believe in 
ensuring that the artisans who make our products get a fair wage, 
and work in a safe and healthy environment. 

We also try to make sure that the community as well as the 
individual benefits from our trade, and visit as many suppliers as 
possible to check that Fair Trade standards are being applied, 
for instance: adequate lighting and ventilation in the workplace, 
gender equality, and no child labour. We are a guaranteed 
member of  the World Fair Trade Organisation and our 
performance is monitored, by independent auditors, against the 
ethical standards set by WFTO.
 
Doing what we can to tackle the climate crisis is key to our policy 
making and we try to minimise the impact our business has on 
the environment by:

• Selling products made from sustainable and/or recycled materials
• Shipping goods by sea not air
• Recycling waste and using less plastic
• Recycling postage and packaging materials
• Reducing energy usage

www.sharedearth-trade.co.uk
call: 01904 670321  email: sales@sharedearth.co.uk

We work with over 40 producer groups from around the world


